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§ 1. Introduction
In [1], [2] and [7] the notions of cotopology and cocompactness are
discussed. The basic idea is to associate with a topological space (X, l!J)
a new space (X, *l!J) , where *(!) is a coarser topology such that for every
point there are arbitrarily small neighbourhoods in (X, @) which are
closed in (X, *l!J). In genera l, a cospace need not be a Hausdorff space.
A cospace (X, *(!)) of (X, (!) ) is a T1-space, whenever (X , (!) ) is a Hausdorff
space.
A space is called cocompact if it has a compact cospace. Compact and
locall y compact spaces arc coeompact. A metrizablc space is cocompact
if and only if it is t opologically complete (see II] and [7]).
We will say that a space Y is a cocompacti fication of a space X if Y
is a cocompact ex te ns ion of X i.e . Y is cocompact and X is a dense subse t
of Y. Every compactifi cation , every locally compact ext ens ion and every
topologically complete metrizable ext ens ion is a cocompact ificat ion . It
turns out that by a cocompactification Y of X a compact ificat ion * Y
of a suitable cospace *X of X is induced .
In this paper we present a const r uct ion of complete ly regular cocom-
pactifications of completely regular spaces (Theorem 1). An outline of
the construction is giv en in § 2. The proofs are carried out in § 3.
By this construction both Hausdorff compactifications (see § 2, Theorem
3 and 4) and topologically complete metrizable extensions can be obtained.
As is shown in § 4 every metrizable cocompactification 01 a space can be
obtained by this construction.
The notions which arc emp loyed can be traced in the eompactifieation
theories of topological spaces. Roughly speaking, topologically complete
metrizable extensions can be constructed in the same way as Hausdorff
compactifications arc constructed.
Notation. In this paper the following conventions are adopted . AU
spaces under discussion arc T1-spaces. clxA and intx A denote the closure
of A in X and the interior of A in X respectively. A < B stands for A
is contained in the interior of B.
F , with subscripts if necessary, denotes an arbitrary , finit e index set.
So we write n {Bk!k E F } in stead of B 1 n ... n B n, n being the number
of elements of F.
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§ 2. '1'he construction ot a cocompactification
For a regular space the definition of a cospace reads as follows. Let
'1'= (X, (!7) be a topological space. A topology *(!7 on X is called a cotopology
of (!7 - and *'1'= (X, *(!7) is called a cospace of '1'- if
(i) *(!7 is weaker than (!7.
(ii) Each point x has a neighbourhood base in '1' the elements of which
are closed in *'1'.
Usually cospaces of a regular space '1' are exhibited by means of a
closed neighbourhood subbase. A closed neighbourhood subbase of a topo-
logical space '1' is a family f!lJ of closed subsets such that for each point x
and for each neighbourhood U of x there exists a finite subfamily
{Bklk E F} of f!lJ such that
x E intT n {Bklk E F} C n {Bklk E F} C intT U
(cf. the notion "closed base" in [7]).
Observe that a '1'1-space X is regular if and only if there exists a closed
neighbourhood subbase for X.
The cospace *'1'(f!lJ) ot '1' relative the closed neighbourhood subbase f!lJ has
the same underlying set as '1' and is endowed with the topology for which
f!lJ serves as a subbase of the closed sets (i.e. a set is closed in *'1'(f!lJ) if
and only if it is the intersection of finite unions of elements of f!lJ).
If the cospace *'1'(f!lJ) of '1' is compact, we will say that '1' is cocompact
relative f!lJ.
Suppose that a regular space X has a regular extension Y which is
cocompact relative the closed neighbourhood subbase f!lJ. The collection
f!lJ' = {B n XIB E f!lJ} is a closed neighbourhood subbase of X and *Y(f!lJ) is a
compactification of *X(f!lJ'). Thus, every regular cocompactification Y of X
has a cospace *Y which is a compactification of a suitable cospace *X of X.
For the existence of a cocompactification we have the following cri-
terion.
Theorem 1. Suppose X is a '1'1-space and f!lJ is a closed neighbourhood
subbase of X which satisfies the following conditions:
BO. If x E X, BE f!lJ and {x}<B (x belongs to the interior of B), then
exists 0 E f!lJ such that {x} < 0 < B.
Bl. If A, BE f!lJ and A <B (A is contained in the interior of B), then
there exists 0 E f!lJ such that A < 0 < B.
B2. If A, e; u; E f!lJ, kEF (a finite index set), satisfy Dk<Bk, kEF,
and A n [n {Bklk E F}]=0, then there exists 0 E f!lJ such that A <0 and
On [n {Dklk E F}]=0.
Then, there exists a completely regular cocompactification Y = a(X, f!lJ)
of X. The space Y is cocompact relative the closed neighbourhood subbase
{clyBIB E f!lJ}.
Observe that condition B2 is weaker than the following condition which
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quite frequently occurs in the theory of compactifications : If A k E $ ,
kEF, and (\ {Aklk E F} =0, then there exists B k E flJ, kEF, such that
Ak <Bk, kEF, and (\ {Bk lk E F} =0.
The proof of theorem I is carried out in § 3. Here wc give an -eutline
of the construction of the space Y. Suppose flJ is a closed neighbourhood
subbase of X which satisfies conditions BO, BI and B2 .
A concentric system ~ is a family of sets with the finite intersection
property such that if A E ~ , then there exist s B E ~ such that B < A.
By ~ ,'Yj , . •• we denote maximal concentric systems of elements of the
closed neighbourhood subbase flJ.
The underlying set of the space Y = a(X, flJ) is the collection of all
maximal concentric systems of elements of flJ.
For each B E flJ a set liB is defined as follows (If no confusion is likely
to arise, we write flB instead of fl(B).) flB = {;I~ E Y and B EO n
Y is endowed with the topology for which the collection {flB IB EO flJ}
serves as a subbase for the open sets.
X can be embedded in Y by the map t.: X ~ Y defined by t.(x) =
= {B j{x } < B E flJ}. Observe that from condition BO it follows that }.(x)
is a concentric system.
}'(X) is dense in Y and }'(X) (\ flB = t. (intxB) for each B E flJ. As usual
in the construction of extensions, the spaces X and }'(X) can be identified.
Y is coeompact relative the closed neighbourhood subbase {cly}'(B) I
B E flJ}. It turns out that clyJ.(B) = g[ {B} U ~ has the finite intersection
property}.
Since complete regularity is a hereditary property, the space X in
theorem I is completely regular. This is due to the conditions BO and
BI as is stated in the following theorem (cf. [6]).
Theorem 2. Suppose X is a T 1 space. Then X is regular if and only
if there exists a closed neighbourhood subbase flJ of X which satisfies
condition BO.
If a neighbourhood subbase flJ satisfies the conditions BO and BI, then
X is completely regular.
The proof of the equivalence of regularity and the existence of a closed
neighbourhood subbase satisfying BO is straight forward. The proof that
the complete regularity follows from the conditions BO and BI , is almost
identical to that of the complete regularity of the space Y = a(X, flJ) in
§ 3 lemma 9.
As a consequence of theorem 2 the space X in theorem I is a Hausdorff
space. This property will be used in § 3, lemma 2.
Our goal is to obtain cocompactifications. In particular, if X is metriz-
able and Y is a topologically complete metrizable extension of X, we
want to obtain Y as a space a(X, flJ) for a suitable closed neighbourhood
subbase flJ. This is carried out in § 4.
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In many cases the resulting space a(X, f!#) is a Hausdorff compactifi-
cation. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the neighbour-
hood subbase f!# in order that Y is a compactification.
Theorem 3. Suppose X is a TI-space and f!# is a closed neighbourhood
subbase which besides conditions BO, BI and B2 satisfies the following
condition:
O. If A, B E f!# and A <B, then there exists 0 E f!# such that X\B <
<O<X\A.
Then the space Y = a(X, f!#) is a Hausdorff compactification of X.
The proof of theorem 3 is given in § 3, lemma 12. It turns out that f!#
is a subbase for the closed subsets of X and that {clyBIB E f!#} is a subbase
for the closed subsets of Y. Moreover, it is shown that if Bi, Ok E f!#, kEF
(a finite index set), Bk<Ok and n {Oklk E F}=0, then n {clyBklk E F}=0.
Observe that the family of all closed subsets of a normal space satisfies
conditions BO, BI and B2 and O. Therefore as a corollary we have the
following result.
Corollary. Suppose X is a normal TI-space and f!# is the family of
all closed subsets of X. Then Y =a(X, f!#) is homeomorphic with fJX, the
Cech-Stone compactification of X.
Indeed, the Cech-Stone compactification fJX is characterized by the
property that disjoint zero sets of X have disjoint closures in fJX (see
e.g. [4], p. 129). If X is normal, then disjoint zero-sets of X have disjoint
closed neighbourhoods in X and hence they have disjoint closures in
a(X, f!#).
§ 3. Proof of theorem 1
The proof of theorem 1 is given in the lemmas 1-10 below.
Lemma 1. Suppose ~ is a maximal concentric system of elements
of f!#. Suppose ~ U {A} has the finite intersection property and A < B
for A, BE f!#. Then B E ~.
Proof. Let B=BI . Inductively on n an element B n+! E f!# is defined
satisfying A < B n+! < B n, n = 1, 2, .... The existence of B n+! follows from
condition Bl. ~ U {Bnln= 1,2, } is a concentric system. Because ~ is
maximal, Bn E ~ for n= 1,2, In particular, B E~.
Lemma 2. The map A: X --+ Y defined by A(x)={BI{x}<BEf!#} is
one-to-one.
Proof. If xi'y, then there are disjoint neighbourhoods U and V of
x and y respectively. It follows that there are finitely many B k E f!#,
k E F I U F 2, such that
x E intx(n {Bklk E F I}) C n {Bklk E F I} C U
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and
Y E intx(n {Bklk E F 2} ) C n {Bklk E F 2} C V.
It follows that A(X)*A(y).
Lemma 3. If BE f!J, then flB n A(X)=A(intxB).
Proof. If ~ E A(intxB), then ~=A(X) where x E intxB. Consequently
{x}<B and ~ E flB.
If ~ E flB n A(X), then ~=A(X) and A(X) E flB for some x E X. Hence
BE A(X) and {x}<B. It follows that ~=A(X) E A(intxB).
Lemma 4. If {Bklk E F} is a finite subcollection of f!J, then n {intxBkl
kEF}=0 if and only if n {flBklkEF}=0.
Proof. The "if" part is a consequence of lemmas 2 and 3. Now,
suppose that ~ E n {flBklk E F}. Then B k E ~, kEF. There are O» E ~ such
that Ok<Bk, kEF. It follows that 0* n {Oklk E F} en {intxBk[k E F}.
Thus the "only if" part is proved.
Lemma 5. The map A: X --+ A(X) is a homeomorphism. A(X) is a
dense subset of Y.
Proof. By lemma 2 the map Ais one-to-one. From lemma 3 it follows
that by A a one-to-one correspondence is induced between the subbase
{intxBIB E f!J} of the open sets in X and the subbase {flB n A(B)IB E f!J}
of the open sets in A(X).
Lemma 6. Y is a Hausdorff space.
Proof. Suppoae E, 'Y) E Y and ~*'Y). Then ~ U'Y) does not have the
finite intersection property. It follows that there exist B k E~, k E F 1 and
Bk E 'Y), k E F 2 such that n {Bklk E F 1 u F 2}=0.
By lemma 4 we have n {flBklk E F 1 U F 2 } = 0.
It follows that n {flBklk E Fr} and n {flBklk E F 2} are disjoint neigh-
bourhoods of ~ and 'Y) respectively.
Now, with each element BE f!J we associate a subset «B of Y. We will
show that vB = clyA(B).
Defini tion: Suppose BE f!J. Then vB= {~I~ E Y and ~ U {B} has the
finite intersection property}.
Lemma 7. Suppose A, BE f!J. Then
1. flA C vA and A(A) evA.
2. If A <B, then vA <flB.
Proof. 1 is obvious. If ~ E vA and A <B, then by lemma 1 we have
B E~. Hence ~ E flB.
Lemma 8. vB=clyA(B) for each BE f!J.
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Proof. First, we show that cly).(B) C vB.
Suppose; ¢; vB. Then there exist Bi, D k E;, kEF, such that Bk<Dk,
kEF, and [n {Dklk E F}] n B=0 (Recall that always F is a finite index
set).
By condition B2 there exists an element G E:?J such that B < G and
[n {Bklk E jI'}] n G,~0. By lemma 4 we have [n {f-lBk1k E F}] n f-lG=0.
Then, by lemma 7 [n {f-lBklk E F}] n vB=0. n {f-lBk!k E F} is a neighbour-
hood of ; and, consequently, ; ¢; clyvB. By lemma 7 it follows that
; ttclyi.(B).
Now we prove vB C cly).(B). Suppose ; ¢; cly).(B).
Then there exist Bk E;, kEF, such that In {f-lBklk E F}] n ).(B) = 0.
Select GkE~ such that Gk<Bk, kEF. By lemma 3 we have [n {Gkl
kEF}] n B~0. Consequently, ; ¢; vB.
Lemma 9. Y is completely regular.
Proof. Because {f-lBIB E .'J6} is a subbase for the open sets of Y, it
suffices to show the existence of a continuous real valued function 1such
that 1(;) = 0 and I( Y\f-lB) = 1 for each ; and B with ; E f-lB.
The construction of such a function is similar to the construction in
the proof of the Urysohn lemma in [5]. Let D be the set of positive dyadic
rational numbers. For t in D and t » 1 let H(t)= Y. Let G(I)=B and
G(O) = A where A E; and A < B. For t in D and 0 < t < 1 write t in the
form t = (2ml-l)2-n and choose, inductively on n, an element G(t) of .'11
such that G(2m2-n)<G(t)<G((2m+2)2-n ). This choice is possible because
.r:8 satisfies condition B1.
Now for t in D and 05t~ 1 let H(t)=f-lG(t). By lemma 7 and lemma 8
we have clyH(t) C H(s) whenever t «:s and t, sED. By [5], lemma 3, p. 114
it follows that I(r;)= inf {tlr; E H(t)} is continuous and I(~)=O and I(Y\
\f-lB) = 1.
Lemma 10. Y is cocompact relative the family {vBIB E .'?O}.
Proof. Recall that clyA(B) ~vB for each BE f!j (lemma 8). From
lemma 7 it follows that {vBIB E .<?6'} is a closed neighbourhood subbase
of Y. In view of Alexander lemma ([5], p. 139) it suffices to show that
each subcollection of {vBIB E .'11} with the finite intersection property has
non-empty intersection. Suppose :Y is a subcollection of {vBIB E f!j} with
the finite intersection property. Let f§ = {vB I There exists vG E:Y such
that G< B, BE f!j}. First we show that the intersections of :Y and f§
are equal. Obviously n:Y C n f§.
Suppose; ¢; n:Y. Then there exists B such that; ¢; vB and vB E:Y.
It follows that there are B k, D k E;, kEF, such that Bk<Dk, kEF, and
[n {Dklk E F}] n B=0. By condition B2 there exists G E f!j such that
B<O and [n {Bklk E F}] n 0=0. Hence; ¢; 1'0 and vG E f§. It follows
that ; ¢; n f§.
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Now let f/J' = {BlvB E f/J} . f/J' is a concentric system as is easily seen.
Let ~ be a maximal concentric system such that f/J' C ~ C f!J.
Then ~ E Y and BE; for every BE (§'. Consequently ~ E f-lB C vB for
every BE f/J and ~ En Cf) "" n Y.
Lemma 11. Suppose e; c, E Band Bk < C\ , kEF.
If n {Ok lk E F}=0, then n {vBklk E F}=0.
Proof. Apply lemma 4 and 7.
Lem rna 12. Suppose f!J is a closed neighbourhood subbase of a space
X satisfies conditions BO, B 1, B2 and C. Then Y = a( X, f!J) is a Hausdorff
compactification.
Proof. In view of lemma 10 it is sufficient to proof that {vBIB E f!J}
is a subbase for the closed subsets of Y and consequently the cospace
* Y(.'~)= Y.
Suppose F is a closed subset of Y and ~ ~ F. Let G he the closure of
an open set containing F and ~ ~ G. Observe that G = c1 y(intyG)=
~cly(intx(G n X)) . Now, there are Bk, Ok E~, Bk <Ck, kEF, such that
[n {f-l0k:k E P}] n G=-, 0. Select n; E k E .ru, k E P, such that Bk<lh<
< Ek< Ok, kEF.
By condition 0 there are A k, GkE /!8, kEP such that X \Ok <Ak<
< X\ Ek< Gk< X \Dk, kEF. Then Ak <Gk, Bk <Dk and Dk n Gk=0, kEF.
Then by lemma 11 we have VAk n l'Bk=0. Consequently n {vBklk E P}
is disjoint from u {vAkik E P}. This proves the lemma since ~ E n {vBk]
k E P} and U {J,Ak :k E P }= u {cly,l.(Ak) lk E F} :) cly(G n X) :) F.
§ 4. .Metrizable cocompactifications
In this section the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 4. Suppose Y is a cocompact (= topologically complete)
metrizable extension of a space X.
Then there exists a closed neighbourhood subbase /!lI of X such that
1. .qg satisfies conditions BO, Bl and B2 from theorem 1.
2. Y is homeomorphic with the cocompactifieation a(X, fJa).
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Suppose {U"laEA} is a locally finite open covering ofa
normal space Y.
Then there exists a closed covering {D"laE A} such that D" C U" for
each a EA.
This lemma is well-known (see e.g. [4] p. 207). We will say that the
covering {D"ja E A} is a shrinking of the covering {U,,/a E A}.
L e ill m a 2. Suppose {U"Ia E A} is a locally finite open covering of a
normal space Y. Suppose {D" la E A} is a closed covering of Y which is
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a shrinking of {U"lex E A}. Suppose {GpIP E B} is a locally finite collection
of closed sets.
Then there exists a closed covering {V"Iex E A} such that
1. D,,< V,, < U" for each ex EA.
2. [n {Dklk E FI}] n [n {Gklk E F2}] = 0 if and only if [n {Vklk E FI}] n
n [n {Gklk EF2}] =0 for all finite index subsets PI of A and F2 of B.
3. Each V" is a regular closed set i.e. V" = clyintj- V"' ex EA.
4. V" C V1' if and only if V,,< Vy for all ex, YEA, ex=/= y.
5. Gp C V" if and only if Gp< V" for all ex E A, PE B.
The covering {V"lex E A} in lemma 2 is called an appropriate expansion
of the covering {D"lex E A} with respect to the covering {U"lex E A} and
the collection {GpIP E B} . The basic idea is that the covering {D"lex E A}
can be expanded to a covering {V"lex E A} which is a shrinking of {U"lex E A}
and which has the same combinatorial character as {D"lex E A}.
Proof. We may assume that the index set A is well ordered. A =
={a la <~}, where ~ and a are ordinal numbers. By Bfo we denote the
family of all sets D n G where D= r. {D"lex E F I C A}, G= n {GpIP E F2C
C B} and D n G n Do= 0 (0 is the first element of A; F I and F 2 are finite).
Bfo is a locally finite family. Indeed, if x E U and U meets at most k
members of {D"la E A} and n members of {GpIP E B}, then U meets at
most 2k+n members of Bfo. It follows that U Bfo is a closed set which is
disjoint from Do. From the normality of Y it follows that there exists
a regular closed set Vo sueh that Fo<Vo «Uo\ uBfo).
Suppose that the sets V"' a < 'f}< ~ are defined. We may assume that
DT/=/=0. Otherwise define VT/=0. By BfT/ we denote the family of all sets
D n G where D =[n {V"la E F I C A , ex < 'f} }] n [n {D"lex E F2 C A, 'f} <a}]
and G is a finite intersection of members of {GpIP E B} and G n D r, DT/= 0.
Because {GpIP E B} and {U,,/ex E A} are locally finite, BfT/ is locally finite.
Let WT/= n [intj-V"lex <'f} and DT/< V,,}. Observe that WT/ is a finite
intersection because {U"lexEA} is locally finite and DT/=/=0. Hence WT/ is
an open set.
From each V"' cc -cn, which satisfies V" r, DT/=l-0. and V,,\DT/=/=0, a point
q" is selected such that q", E V",\DT/.
From each Gp, P E B, which satisfies Gpn DT/=l-0 and Gp\DT/=l-0, a point
Pp is selected such that Pp E Gp\DT/. Let QT/ denote the union of all {q,,}
and {pp} which are obtained in this way. QT/ is a closed set because
{U"la E A} and {Gp IP E B} are locally finite. Let VT/ be a regular closed
set such that
Now, properties 1 and 3 are satisfied.
Suppose al < ex2< ... < exn E A, pI, ..., pm E Band
D" n ... n D" n Gp n ... n Gp =0.1 ,. 1 '"
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Then D", n ... n D", n G{3 n ... n G{3 E ~",. It follows that
2 tI 1 m 1
V", n D", n ... n D", n G{3 n ... n G{3 =0.
1 2 n 1 m
Then V", n D", n ... n D", n G{3 n ... n G{3 E ~",. It follows that
1 3 n 1 m 2
V", n V", n D", n ... n D", n G{3 n ... n G{3 =0.
1 j 3 n 1 m
By induction it follows that V"'l n ... n V"'n n G{31 n ... n G{3m=0. This
proves property 2.
Suppose V", C Vy • First assume iX<y. Then V", ¢= ~y and V", n Dy =/= 0.
If V",\Dy =/= 0, we should have V",¢. r; since q",E V",\Vy ' Hence V",CDy •
It follows that V",< Vy • Now, assume y<iX. It follows that D", C Vy • If
D", ¢. intj- Vy , then V", ¢. r; If D",< r; then V",< W", C r; It follows that
V", < Vy' This proves property 4.
Suppose G{3 C V",. If G{3 ¢. D"" then G{3 E ~'" or Gp n Q",=/=0. It follows
that G{3 ¢. V",. Hence Gp C D",< V", and property 5 is proved.
Lemma 3. Suppose Y is a paracompact Hausdorff space. Then for
each open covering ~ of Y there exists a locally finite open refinement
{W",liX E A} and a closed refinement {D",liX E A} such that
1. {D",liX E A} is a shrinking of {W",!iX E A}.
2. Each subsystem of {D",liX E A} with the finite intersection property
is finite.
Proof. The proof is based upon the following property of locally
finite coverings.
If ~ is a locally finite covering of a normal space Y, then there is a
locally finite refinement ~l of ~ such that the star of each vertex of the
nerve of ~l is finite dimensional.
This property is part of a result of DOWKER ([3], lemma 3.3).
Now, suppose ~ is an open covering of the space Y. Because Y is a
paracompact Hausdorff space ~ has a locally finite refinement ~l.
From the property mentioned above it follows that ~l has a locally
finite refinement if" = {W",liX E A} such that each subsystem of if" with
the finite intersection property is finite. By shrinking the covering
{W",liX E A}, one gets {D",liX E A}.
Lemma 4. Suppose Y is a metric space with metric (l.
Then there exists a closed neighbourhood subbase &9 of Y the elements
of which are regular closed sets and which satisfies conditions BO, Bl,
B2 and
B3. If; is a maximal concentric system from &9, then for each 8>0,
there is an element BE; such that diameter B < 8.
B4. If A, B E &9 and A C B, then A <B.
Proof. Inductively on n we will define locally finite families &9n such
that &9= U {&9n ln=1,2, ... } satisfies all conditions required.
2 Indagationes
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The elements of !!iJn will be denoted as follows. An element of !!iJn is
denoted by V(tX, k, r) where tX is an element of an index set A k , k is an
integer with 1~ k ~nand r is a dyadic ra ti onal number between 0 and 1
such t hat if r =t2- m where t is an odd number with l ~t ~2m -l , then
m+k=n+1.
We also construct auxiliary sets V(tX , k, 0) and V(tX, k, 1), tX E A k .
The index sets A k are supposed to be mu tually disjoint. !!iJ2 for example
has the following members:
V(tX, I ,!) and V(tX, I , !) where tx E Al and V(tX, 2, t ) where tX E A 2•
The sets V(tX, k, r) will be constructed in such a way that the following
conditions are sat isfied.
D1. V(tX, k, 0) < V(tX , k, r) < V(tX, k, 1) for all tX, k and r,
D2. diameter V(tX , k, 1) < 11k for all tX and k.
D3. For all k, each subsystem of {V(tX, k, 1)ltX E A k } with the finite
intersection property is finite.
D4. For all tX and k, V(tX ,k,r) <V(tX,k,s) if and only if r «:s.
D5. If V(tX , k, r) C V(P, 1, s), then V(tX, k, r) < V(P, 1, s) for all tX, fl, k, 1,
r and s,
D6. If n { V(tXi, ki , si)li= 1, .. ., n} =0 and sd=1, i = 1, ... , n, then there
exists m such that { V(tXi,· ki, Si + 2-m )li= 1, .. ., n} =0.
The sets V(tX, k, 0) and V(tX , k, 1) are defined as follows.
For each k= 1, 2, ... let OlIk be the family of all open sets of diameter
< 11k. According t o lemma 3 OlIk ha s a locally finit e refinement {W", ltX E A k }
and { W",ltX E A k } has a shrinking {D",ltX E A k } such t ha t each centered
system from {D",jtX E A k } is finite. Let {V",ltX E A k } be an appropriate
expansion of {D", ltX E A k } wit hin {W" ltX E A k } (lemma 2). V"" tX E Ak , is de-
noted by V(tX, k, 0). {V(tX, k, I)} is an appropria te expansion of {V (tX , k, O)}
within {W", ltX E A k } . Observe that conditions D2 and D3 are satisfied and
that {V (tX , k, 1)ltX E Ak } is locally finite for each k. !!iJi = {V(tX, 1, !) ltX E A d
is an appropriate expansion of {V(tX , 1, O)l tX E Ad within { V(tX , 1, 1)ltX E AI}.
Suppose !!iJI, ... , !!iJn-1 are defined satisfying conditions Dl through D6.
!!iJn will consist of elements V(tX, k, r) where r =t2-m, t an odd number
with 1~ t~ 2m , and k + m = n + 1.
First we define open sets W(tX, k, r) as follows.
Let rt?n=!!iJi U ... U !!iJn- I U {V( tX, k, 1) lk ~n, tX E A k } .
Observe that C(/n is locally finite. Indeed each collection !!iJk , k = 1, .. . ,
n-l , and each collecti on {V(tX, k, l) jtX E A k } , k= 1, ..• , n is locally finite.
Now W(tX, k, t2- m) where k +m = n + 1 is defined by W(tX , k, t2-m) = n
n {int j-V!V(tX , k, (t -l)2-m) < V, V E rt?n}. Observe that W(tX , k, t2-m) is a
finite intersection since rt?n is locally finite. Hence W(tX, k, t2- m) is an
open set.
The family {W(tX, k, t2- m)lt odd, k+m=n+ I} is locally finite. Indeed ,
the collection { V(tX, k, 1) lk ~ n} is locally finite and for each fixed tX and
k there are only finitely many sets W(tX , k, t2-m) with k+m~n+ 1.
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Now f!Jn= {V(iX, k, t2- m)!k+m=n+ 1, t odd} is an appropriate expansion
of the collection {V(iX, k, (t-l)2-m(k+m=n+ 1, t odd} with respect to the
covering {W(iX, k, t2- m)lk+m =n+ 1, t odd} and the collection f(?n i.e, in
lemma 2 {V,J is {W(cx, k, t2- m)}, {GfJ} is «; {D,.} is {V(iX, k, (t-l)2-m}, and
.rJ§n is {V,,}. It easily follows that conditions Dl and D4 are sa~sfied.
Now we check condition D5. Suppose V(iX, k, t2- 11I) C V(!J, l, 82-n). We may
assume that t and 8 are odd integers.
First suppose k-i m-cl-i «. Then we must have V(iX, k, t2-m)< V({J, l, 82-n)
by condition 5 of lemma 2. If k+m=l+n we can use condition 4 of
lemma 2 to show that condition 5 is satisfied.
Now suppose k+m>l+n. Then
V(iX, k, (t-l)2- m ) C W(cx, k, t2-m) C V(!J, l, 82-n).
This proves condition D5.
To prove that condition D6 is satisfied we assume that (') {V(iXi, ki, 8i)1
i= I, ... , n}=0 and 8i* 1. Let 8i=ti2-mi where tt is odd and no= max
{kt+mtli = 1, ... , n}. The sets V(iXi, ki, ti2- mi) are contained in :!lJno-l. Since
/1Ino is defined as an appropriate expansion, we have
(') {V(CXt, kt, (2td-l)2-mi-l)li= 1, ... , n}=0.
It follows that we can choose m= max {mtli= 1, ... , n} in condition D6.
Now we show that f!J = U {@n]n= 1,2, ... } is a closed neighbourhood sub-
base which satisfies BO through B4.
From conditions DI and D2 and the fact that {V(iX, k, O)liX E A k } is a
covering for each k it follows that @ is a neighbourhood subbase satis-
fying BO. Suppose V(iX, k, t2-n ) < V(!J, l, 82-m), where t and 8 are odd.
Let p= max {t+n,8+m}. Then V(iX,k,t2-n)<V(cx,k, (t2P+l)2-n-p)<
< V(!J, l, 82-m ). This proves that condition Bt is satisfied.
B2 is a consequence of condition D6 and B4 is condition D5. Now we
check property B3.
In view of condition DI and D2 satisfied by {V(iX, k, r)} it suffices to
show that if'; is a maximal concentric system and N a natural number,
then there exists k>N, iX and r such that V(iX, k, r) E~.
Suppose that there exists a natural number N such that if V(iX, Ic, r) E $,
then k-;;;,N. We will show that.; is not maximal.
In view of conditions Dl and D3 satisfied by {V(iX, k, r)} for each k
there are only finitely many iXO E A k such that V(iXo, k, r) E'; for some r.
It follows that ~ is a subset of the family {V(iXn, k«, r)/r is dyadic
rational number, n= 1, ... , 8} where I-;;;,kn-;;;,N and iXn EAkn.
For each n let tn be the smallest natural number such that there exists
Wn E'; satisfying V(iXn, k«, tn2N-kn ) C W n< V(iXn, k«, (tn+ 1)2N-kn ) . Ob-
serve that V(iXn, kn, tn2N-kn ) E f!J1 U '" U @N-l U {V(iXn, kn, O)[n= I, ... s},
Wn is defined by repeated expansion of V(cxn, kn, tn2N-kn) . Because r, {W nl
n= I, ... , s}*0, we have 0* (') {V(iXn, kn, tn2N-kn)!n= 1, ... , 8} C (') ~'
Choose x E (') ~ and V(iX, N + 1, 0) with x E V(iX, N +1, 0).
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Then ~ u {V(iX, N + 1, r)lr dyadic rational} is a concentric system.
Hence ~ is not maximal.
Proof of the theorem 4
Y is topologically complete. Suppose e is a metric such that (Y, e) is
a complete metric space.
In view of lemma 4 there is a neighbourhood subbase !Il' of Y which
satisfies BO through B4.
Let !Il = {B n XIB E 86'}.
We will show that Y is homeomorphic with a(X,86).
!Il satisfies conditions BO, BI and B2.
Indeed if A n X <B n X, A, BE /ll', then A = cly(A n X) C cly(B n
n X) =B, since A and B are regular closed.
From B4 it follows that A <B. So A <B if and only if A r. X < B n X.
Then !Il satisfies BO and BI, since PA' satisfies BO and in.
If A, Bi, D, C 86' and Bi-c D, and (A n D 1 n ... n D n ) n X = 0, select
E( such that B( < E 1< Dt.
Then A n E, n ... n En = 0. It follows that there exists C E .'!d' such
that A < C and C n E 1 n ... n En = 0. From this it follows that fA satisfies
condition B2.
If ~ is a maximal concentric system from ,'!d, then by condition B3
~ contains arbitrarily small sets.
It follows that n {clyBIB En consists of exactly one point, since Y
is complete with respect to the metric e. This defines a map f: a(X, 86) -+ Y
by fm = n {clyBIB E n
Obviously f is onto.
Suppose ~=f'rj and f(~)=f('rj). ~ U 'rj is not centered.
Thus there exist BI, ... , Bi E ~ and Bl+l, ... , B n E 'rj such that B 1 n
n ... n B n =0.
Choose CiE~, i=I, ... ,l and CtE'rj, i=l-,-I, ... ,n such thatCt<B(.
It follows that clyC1 n ... n clyCn = 0.
It follows that f(~) i' /(YJ).
Now the following conditions arc equivalent.
1. ~Ef-lB
2, There exists C < B such that ~ E yC
3. There exists C < B such that f(~) E clyC
4. f(~) E inhclyB.
Observe that from the equivalence of 1 and 4 it follows that Y and
a(X, fJ) are homeomorphic.
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1~ 2: ~ E /lB if and only if B E~. Select 0 E ~ such that O<B.
2 ~ 3 and 3 ~ 4 arc obvious.
4 ~ 1: Because ~ contains clements of arbitrarily small diameter we
can choose D E ~ such that clyD C intyclyB. It follows that D<B and
B E~. Hence ~ E aB.
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